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Let 9~’ be a monoid, i.e. a set with an associative multiplication and a two 
sided unit. The class of rational subsets of ~11 is the least class d of subsets 
of M satisfying the following conditions: 
(IR) The empty set is in 8; 
(2R) Each single clement set is in 6’; 
(3R) If X, YE8 then Xu YE&; 
(4R) If X, YE 6’ then XY E B; 
(5R) If XEB then X* $8. 
We recall that 
XY L... {m 1 m : xy, s E X, y c; Y}, 
X* - submonoid of M gcneratcd by X. 
Klecne’s theorem asserts that if M is free and finitely generated, then the 
rational sets are prcciscly the subsets of M recognizable by finite state 
automata. 
Inspired by the notion of unambiguous context-free languages as introduced 
by Chomsky. we define the smaller class of unambzjpously rational subsets of 
,VZ by leaving conditions (1R) and (2R) as they are but replacing conditions 
(3R)-(51~) by stronger conditions (3UR)--(5UR) as follows: 
(3UR) IfX,Yc&andXnY;- o thenXuYE8; 
(4UR) If X, Y ~6’ and the product XY is unambiguous (i.e., 
- - 
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.vryr = xeyz for x1 , x2 E X, y1 ,yz E Y implies x1 =: x2 , yr = y2), then 
xYE&; 
(5UR) If X E d and X is the basis of a free submonoid X* of M, then 
X*E&* 
UNAMBIGUITY THEOREM. In a free monoid M ecery rational set is 
unambiguously rational. 
This theorem is stated here for background only as it will not be used in 
the sequel. 
‘I‘he conclusion of the theorem is false without the assumption of freeness. 
Indeed let M be the monoid obtained from the free monoid on three generators 
by collapsing to a single point the ideal I = {uum ! u: + 1). In M evq 
cyclic submonoid is finite and therefore every unambiguously national set is 
finite. However X\I is known to be infinite [I, p. 30, Satz 181 so that M is 
infinite. Since M is finitely generated, it is rational without being 
unambiguously so. 
For future use, we tabulate here some elementary prop&es of rational 
sets. 
(1.1) If X is a rational subset of M, then there exists a finitely generated 
submonoid M’ of M containing X. 
(1.2) M is a rational subset of itself if and only if it is finitely generated. 
(1.3) If v : M’ -+ M is a morphism of monoids and X’ is a rational 
subset of M’, then X = 9X is a rational subset of M. 
(1.4) If v : M’ --z M is a surjective morphism of monoids and if X is a 
rational subset of M, then there is a rational subset X’ of M’ such that 
x --_ TX’. 
(1.5) If x,,xs are rational subsets of Mi , M, respectively, then 
X1 x X, is a rational subset of Ml x M2 . 
2. COMMUTATIVE NIOKOIDS 
The objective of this paper is to study rational subsets in commutative 
monoids. We shall use additive notation throughout. In line with this in 
conditions (4R) and (4UR), XY is to be replaced by X + Y. 
The main result of this paper is that in all commutative monoids, rational 
sets are unambiguously rational (Theorem IV below). 
The study of rational sets in a commutative monoid M is simplified by 
the following notions. A subset 
X:=a$B* (2.1) 
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with a E M, B C M, B finite, is called linear. Here and in the sequel we write 
n f B* instead of {u] -1- B*. If further the sum in (2.1) is unambiguous and 
the elements of B are linearly independent (ix., R* is a free commutative 
monoid with basis B), then X is called simple. If B : {b, ,..., 6,) is a set of r 
elements, then every element x E X may be written as 
with ni E S (i.e., nj >x 0). If X is simple, then ~zr ,..., n, are unique. 
A finite union of linear sets is called semi-linear. A finite disjoint union of 
simple sets is called semi-simple. 
Clearly every semi-linear set is rational and every semi-simple set is 
unambiguously rational. The converse is also true. To see that, let 6 
(respectively 8’) denote the class of semi-linear (respectively semi-simple) 
subsets of M. Clearly Q satisfies conditions (lR), (2R) and (3R) while 8’ 
satisfies conditions (1 R), (2R), and (3UR). Sext assume that 
9 -- u (q -I B,*), Y u (Cj -’ Dj”) 
the unions being finite as well as the sets B, , Dj . Then 
(2.2) 
x .- I’ = w [Ui -+- Cj) -!- (Bj u Dj)*] (2.3) 
i,j 
which shows that X $ Y is semi-linear. If in (2.2) X and I’ are given in 
semi-simple decompositions and if the sum X + Y’ is unambiguous, then 
the union in (2.3) is disjoint and the sets in brackets are simple. Thus X --I- 1’ 
is semi-simple. 
xext note that X* = B* where B -. u [{uij u Z3,]. Thus ,Y* ~8 so that 
6‘ satisfies condition (5R). 
Suppose now that the decomposition of X given in (2.2) is semi-simple 
and that X is the basis of a free submonoid X* of $1. Since M is commutative, 
it follows that X is a single point and X* is simple. This concludes the 
argument. 
We recall that a congruence 9 in a monoid J/I is an equivalence relation in 
M which when viewed as a subset of ~14 x M is a submonoid. 
‘J~~E~RE~I I. Every congruence Q in a finitely generated commutative 
monoid :I~ has a rational cross-section; i.e., u rational set containing eruxtly 
one element frvm each equiwlence class mod ,O. 
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THEOREM II. Every congruence Q in a jnitely generated commutative 
monoid M is a rational subset of M x M. 
TIIEOREM III. If X and Y are rational subsets of a commutatke monoid M, 
then their intersection X r~ Y and dl;rf erence Y\X also are rational subsets of M. 
THEORE~I IV. In a commutatiz’e monoid M ewry rational set is unamhigu- 
ously rational. 
Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to preparations. Theorem I is proved in 
Section 6. In Section 7 the important notion of a slice is introduced and 
Theorem II is proved in Section 8. After more preparation in Section 9, 
Theorems III and IV are proved in Section 10. The proofs of these theorems 
for finitely generated free monoids are independent of Theorems I and II. 
Theorems I and II arc used to pass to arbitrary commutative monoids. 
Sections 1 l-14 are devoted to corollaries, counterexamples, and other 
applications. 
Theorem III, in the case of finitely generated free commutative monoids, 
was proved by Ginsburg and Spanier [Z]. Some of their arguments are 
reproduced here in order to make this paper entirely self-contained. 
4 . ORDER PROPERTIES OF Nk 
We denote by Xk the fret commutative group on k letters. ‘The elements of 
Zk are then n-tuples x = (x1 ,..., x,J of integers. The conditions 0 < xi, 
i-1 ,..., k, determine the submonoid N” which is the free commutative 
monoid on K letters. 
In Ark we define the (partial) order x < y by the condition xi < yi for 
i -_- 1 >..*, k. We shall write x < y if x < y and x # y. 
Let X C N” and let y E N1. The sets 
XJx{XiXEX,y<X}, x, =={x~xEX,ynon <x) 
will be called the upper and the lower part of X relative toy. Clearly 
XYzyf(X-y) (4.1) 
whercX-y ={zIzEN~,z + y E X}. The lower part X, will be decom- 
posed into disjoint components as follows. 
Consider all pairs 
(i, s), 1 -< i .< k, 0 < s < yi (4.2) 
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and define 
yis = (yl )..., yi-1 , s, 0 ,...) 0) f N’;. 
If s E X, , then there exists exactly one pair (i, s) such that 
yt 2:; Xt for t < i, xi -= s < y; 
or equivalently 
.y L_ yir + x’ with x’ E ;y”. y.’ = 0 ,*1 
If we denote by !Vik the submonoid of IVh determined by the condition 
si -= 0, then we find that X, is the disjoint union of the sets 
Yis ;- (X -- yis) f-l *Vik. (4.3) 
These are the components of X, . 
This decomposition of X according to an clement y E Nk will bc used 
systcmaticallv as a tool in the proofs. As a first example, we prove (the well 
linown) 
PROPOSITIOK 4.1. Erxry set X in Nk of mutually incomparable elements 
is finite. 
Proof. Let y E X. Since the elements of X are incomparable, we have 
X - y -= (0) and thus 
xy=y-I-(X-y)=(y). 
For any (i, s), the set X -- yis is composed of mutually incomparable elements 
and thus the same holds for (X - yJ n Ni”. Thus by recursion, this set is 
finite. Consequently, all the components of (4.3) are finite and so is X. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For any subset X of N”, the set V of minimal elements 
ofXisJiniteandXCV+Nk. 
The finiteness of V follows from Proposition 4.1. The inclusion is clear. 
5. IDEALS 
A subset Z of a commutative monoid M is called an ideal if Z + 112 C I. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. In a Jinitely generated monoid M every ideal I has the 
form F -I- M where F is a finite subset of M. 
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Proof. Since M is finitely generated, there exists a surjective morphism 
9 : Nk --f M. For every ideal I in iI4 the set @I is an ideal in Nk’. Thus it 
suffices to consider M := Nk. 
Let then Z he an ideal in Nk and let F be the set of minimal elements in I. 
Then by Proposition 4.2, F is finite and IC F -L Nk. Since I is an ideal, we 
llave F -+ l\:k C I -j- :V’i C 1. Thus I =. F -)- Nfi. 
~'ROPOSITIOS 5.2. In a finitely generated commutative morroid M the 
ideals satisfy the ascending chain conditiotz. 
PTOOf. Let z,cI,c*~~cr,c~~* be ideals in M, and let 1 = U I, . 
Then I is an ideal in M. Thus I := F -(- 111 where F is a finite subset. Con- 
sequently, F C I,& for some integer n. Thus 1 C I, and I = I, . 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Ecery congruence Q in Xk has a cross-section A such 
that NL;?A is an ideal. 
PYOO~. In Nk we consider the lexicographic order x < y given by x := y 
or 
x1 = y1 , . . . S$-1 =. yi-1 y *Xi < yi 
for some i - I ,..., k. We note that this is a well-ordering of Nk satisfying 
for any x,y, .z E 117~. 
Given a congruence Q in Iv’?‘” and given x E Nk let px denote the smallest 
element in the lexicographic order such that px h x (mod Q). We thus have 
px < x, x - px, ppx = px. 
1,et X, y c XL. Then p(x 1. y) - x ..7 y - px + py and therefore 
p(x i-y) -c p” + py. (6.1) 
I‘d 
A = {x j x E Ark, x = px}. 
(Ilearly .-I is a cross-section for 0. Let .X E N’\A, y E Nk. Then px < X, px i- X. 
(‘onsequentlp 
p(x ‘I- y) < px ? py < x -I- py < x t- y. 
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Since px 5.b x, we have px +- py -# x + py. Therefore, p(x -+ y) # x + y 
so that x $- y E N’;\A. Thus Nk\A is an ideal. 
Proof of Theorem I. Let Q be a congruence in a finitely generated monoid 
44. Choose a surjective morphism v : :Vk --• M and let Q’ be the congruence 
in ,\‘I. defined by 
I .et A he the cross-section for Q’ as given by Proposition 6.1. Then clcarlv 
p,A is a cross-section for 8. To show that r+l is rational, it suffices to show 
that A is a rational subset of :Vk. Since I :V”‘,A is an ideal, it follows 
from Proposition 5.1 that I is rational. Since A = 1V’.,I the rationality of .i! 
follows from Theorem III. The reader will have to he careful to note that 
Theorem I is not used until after Theorem III has been proved. 
7. SUBTRhCTIVE %JBMOSOlDS AND SLICES 
Let S be a submonoid of a commutative monoid M. We shall say that S 
is subtractive, if x, x -f y E S, y E Jf, imply y E S. This may equivalently be 
rephrased as S - SC S or S - S 2 S. 
PROPOSITIOS 7.1. Every subtractive submonoid S of a jinitel$ generated 
numoid M is itself initely generated. 
Proof. Let v : N” + M be a surjective morphism and let S’ 1 F-G’. 
Then S’ is a subtractive suhmonoid of Nk and if S’ is finitely generated, 
then so is S = +‘. Thus we may assume that M =. Nk. 
Let A be the set of all minimal elements in S:,(O). Then A is linitc and 
A* C S. Assume A* f S and let x be a minimal element of the set S\,A*. 
Then a .< x for some element a E A, so that x = a + y withy E Nk. Since 
S is subtractive, we have y E S. Since y < x we have y E A*. Thus 
x = a ‘-- y E A*, a contradiction. 
A slice in a commutative monoid M is a subset S such that s, s + x, 
s-yESimplys+x -+ y E S. Equivalently, S is a slice if and only if for 
every s E S the set S - s is a submonoid of M. An element s of a slice S is 
called stable if the submonoid S - s is subtractive. 
hOPOSlTIOS 7.2. Every slice S in Nk has a stable elemmt. 
Proof. For every s E S, consider the ideal 
z,9 = [(S - s)\(O)] -I- Nk. 
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Lets.~s’,s’~S,andlety~S-~.Thens’=s-~-xands+y~S.Thus 
s’-!-y=:s+x-I-~ES or equivalently ycS-s’. Thus S--CC--- 
so that Is C I,’ . 
Since the ideals in W satisfy the ascending chain condition (Proposition 
5.2), there exists s E S such that I,?’ = I,< for every s’ E S, s 5: s’. We shall 
show that such an s is stable. 
Indeed, let X, x + y E S - s. If y = 0 then y E S - s and WC are finished. 
Thus, we may assume y f 0. We have s $ .X E S and s -t x -C y E S so 
that y E S - (s + x). Since y -+ 0 wc have y E Is++ y= I,Y . Consequently, 
y -.= u $- w with II ES - s, w E IV”, u # 0. Purthcr, we may choose such 
a decomposition of y with a shortest possible w. If w = 0 then y ES - s 
and we are finished. Thus, we may assume w f 0. Since y + s E S, we have 
u ..L w -1. s E S; i.e., w E S - (s + u). Since w -# 0 and s $ II E S we have 
w E I,-,, .: I, . Thus w .: u‘ $- wf with ri E S - s, u‘ # 0. Then 
y -u*u’-1-w’ with II -I- u’ E s - s. 
Thus contradicts the assumption that w was the shortest possible. 
P~o~osrTrozr 7.3. A slice S in a $nitely pnerated monoid M is a rational 
subset of M. 
Proof. I,et y : IV’ -k M be a surjective morphism. Then ~-9 is a slice 
in Nk, and it suffices to prove the rationality of q- ?S’. Thus we may assume 
M = W. By Proposition 7.2, S contains a stable element y. We decompose 
S according to the element y. The upper part is 
Y + (S -Y)* (7.1) 
Since S - y is a subtractive submonoid of Ai”, it is finitely generated by 
Proposition 7. I. Thus S - y is rational and so is (7.1). The components of 
the lower part are 
yis + (S - yis) n W. (7.4 
Each of the sets S - yir is a slice. Indeed, if s, s -I X, s -1. z E S - yis , then 
S 1. yjs 9 S .+ yis + Xy S + yis + z E S. Then s -I- yis -l- x -$- z E S so that 
st x-k Z E S -- yis . Consequently (S --- yis) n ?V/ also is a slice. This 
slice being in Ark-’ we may assume by induction that it is rational. Thus 
(7.2) is rational, and therefore S is rational. 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM II 
The theorem follows directly from Proposition 7.3 in view of 
PROPOSITION 8.1. A congruence Q in a commutative monoid M is a slice 
in M X M. 
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f’roof. Let (x1 , x2), (x1 + y1 , x2 $ y2), (x1 i- z1 , x2 + x2) E Q. Then 
x1 -+ y1 -I- z1 - x2 --f y2 + ,271 - x1 f y2 -j- z1 - x2 + y2 -t- 22 . 
9. PREPARATION FOR 'IIHEOREMS III AND IV 
PROPOSITION 9.1 (Ginsburg-Spanier). Zf X = a -+ B* is a linear subset 
of Zk, then X is the finite union of simple sets c + D* with D C B. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume a = 0. Let 
B = {b, ,..., 6,). If the elements of B are linearly independent, then X is 
simple and there is nothing to prove. Thus we may assume that 
t,b, + .-a i- t,$, = t,,,b,+.I + ... f t,b, 
for some 
0 < q < p, (t1 )..., t$J E N”, t, > 0. 
For j = I,..., q define 
Aj = {sbj 1 0 < S < tj}, B, = B\(bj} 
Yj = Aj + Bj*, Y,UYj 
Arguing by induction on p, it suffices to show that X = Y. Clearly Aj C X 
and Bi C X. Since X is a submonoid of Zk, it follows that Yj C X and thus 
YCX. 
Let d E X, d : x ribi , ti 3 0. If tj < yj for all j = I,..., q then we may 
rewrite d as 
d = C (yi - tj)bj + C (rl 1- t,)b, 
jaz Q-cl 
and thereby diminish the sum C. tGa yj. Thus we may assume that rj < tj 
for some j < q. Then d = rjbi + d’ for some d’ E Bj*. Thus d E Yj . 
I,E%lMA 9.2. Let Mi , i = 1 ,..., p be commutative monoids and let 
M = Ml x -** x M, . Let Xi C Mi be semi-simple subsets of Mi such that 
Yi :.- MS\Xi also are semi-simple. Then X -= X, x .*. x X, is a semi-simple 
subset of M and M\X also is semi-simple. 
Proof. By induction, it suffices to consider the case p := 2. We regard 
IV, and M2 as submonoids of M in the obvious way. Then for 
a, -I-B,*CM,, a2 + B,* C M, 
48x/13/2-3 
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we have 
(a, + 4”) x (at + B,*) = (a, $ a*) + (B, u B,)*. 
This shows that X = X, x Xs is semi-simple. Further M\X is the disjoint 
union 
YIX YZUX~X YzuY,xX, 
so that iU\X also is semi-simple. 
Since N == I* and z\N =: (-1) + (--I)* we see that N and Z\N are 
simple subsets of 2. Also N\(O) =: 1 + N is simple. Thus Lemma 9.2 
yields the semi-simplicity of the following subsets of Z” : 
Zk, Zk$Vk, NJ) x .W\NP x 0 for p + q = k. (6-l) 
LEMBA 9.3. If X is a simple subset of Z“:, then Z”jX is semi-simple. 
Proof. Let X = a -1 B* with B a linearly independent subset of Zk. 
Since Zk\X = a + (Z”\,B*) it suffices to consider the case a = 0, X = B*. 
Let B - (4 ,..., b,}. First consider the casep = k. Let B” be the subgroup 
of Zk. generated by B. Then 
Zk\,B* = (Zk;B”) u (B”\,B*). 
Since the union is disjoint, it suffices to show that each component is semi- 
simple. Since 6r ,..., b, are linearly independent, B” is isomorphic with Zk 
under an isomorphism mapping B* onto Nk. Since by (6.1), Zk\Nk is semi- 
simple, it follows that 13”\B* is semi-simple. 
Next consider ZE\Bo. Since p = k, the quotient group Zk\U” is finite. 
Therefore Zk\B” is a disjoint finite union of cosets c -k B”. Thus it suffices 
to show that c -1 B” is semi-simple. For this it is enough to show that B” 
is semi-simple. However, B” w Z’, s o the conclusion follows from (6.1). 
Kext assume k -= p + q, q > 0. We can then find elements b,,, ,..., b, 
so that the set C .= {b, ,..., bk) is linearly independent. Then 
ZA\B* = (Z”\C*) u (C*\,B*). 
By the above, Z”\,C* is semi-simple. The monoid C* is isomorphic with 
Nk --_ Np x hip under an isomorphism carrying B* onto NP x 0. Thus by 
(6.1), C*\B* is semi-simple. 
LEMMA 9.4. Given a morphism p : Nk + Zm and an element c E Zm 
the set 
is semi-simple. 
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Proof. If X is finite, then it clearly is semi-simple. If X is infinite, then 
by Proposition 4.1, there exists elements x, x’ E X with x < x’. Thus 
x -+ y = x’ for some y E A.‘“, y .#: 0. Thus we have y f 0, IJJ~ = 0. For any 
x E X we have a unique representation 
x = ny + z, n E hi, z 5 X, y non < z. 
We thus have the unambiguous sum X = y* $- X, so it suffices to prove 
that X, is semi-simple. The (disjoint) components of the lower part of X are 
yis + (X - yis) n lVik. 
Since 
(X - yin) n Nig =: {x 1 x E ivi”, lpx = c $- cpyis) 
these sets are semi-simple by recursion. Thus X, is semi-simple as required. 
LCMMA 9.5. If X and Y are semi-simple subsets of Z” then so is X n Y. 
Proof. We may assume that X and Y are simple subsets of Zk. Then 
X = a + aNP, J’ = b -,- j$\‘” 
where o( : :V* -+ Z’, /3 : lvq -+ Z/c are injective morphisms. Define the 
morphisms 
v:N”~Nq--,Zk q@, y) = 2.x - py 
T : ND x I\rf7 -, Z’i 7(x, y) = Rx 
and let 
w = ((x, y)\(x, y) E Mp x W’, p)(x, y) = b - a) 
= {(x, y)l(x, y) E NP x hi@, a + 01.x = b $ /3y>. 
By Lemma 9.4, W is semi-simple. Further, a + 7W 7. X n Y. Since 01 and 
/3 are injective, it follows that 7 is injective on the set Iv. Therefore n + 7W 
is semi-simple. 
10. PROOF OF '~HEORF.MS III .~XD IV 
We first consider the case M := Z”. Let then X be a rational subset of Z”. 
Then X is semi-linear and by Proposition 9.1, X is a finite union 
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x1 u 0.. u X, of (not necessarily disjoint) simple sets. By Lemma 9.3 each 
of the sets Zk\Xi is semi-simple. Therefore, by Lemma 9.5 the set 
x’ = 24,x = n (zyxi) 
is semi-simple. Since X’ also is rational, by the above X =: Zk\X’ is semi- 
simple. If Y is another rational subset of Zk then Y is semi-simple and by 
Lemma 9.5 the sets 
YnX, Y\X= YnX' 
arc semi-simple. 
The next case to consider is M -= Nk. This follows from the case A4 = Zk 
in virtue of the following observation: If u -I- B* C Nk for a E Xk, B C Zk, 
then a E Nk and B C Nk. Clearly a E A rk. Let b E 3. Then a -k nb E Nk for 
all positive integers n. This implies that all the coordinates of b are non- 
negative and thus b E Nk. 
Next, consider an arbitrary commutative monoid M and let X and Y be 
rational subsets of M. There exists then a finitely generated submonoid M’ 
of Msuch that X, Y C M’. Hence we may assume that M is finitely generated. 
Let p : Nk + M be a surjective morphism and let Q be the congruence 
in Nk defined by 
xNy-e>qlx = qry. 
Given any rational subset X of M, choose a rational set R in IV” such that 
@ = X. Then note that 
9-1X = ~T[Q n (IF x R)] 
where 7r : N” ?< Nk - N” is given by P(X, y) - x. Since by Theorem II, 
Q is a rational subset of Nk x A’“, it follows that q-IX is rational. If Y is 
another rational subset of M, then q-‘Y is rational. Since v is surjective, 
we have 
X n Y = &p--lx n cp-l yl, Y\,X = &+Y\y-‘x] 
so that X n Y and Y\J arc rational. This concludes the proof of Theorem 
III in full generality. We note that Theorem I has not been employed. 
To complete the proof of Theorem IV we need one more step. Conserving 
the notation above, we apply Theorem I to obtain a rational cross-section A 
for Q. Then for any set XC M we have X := VW where W = A n v-lx. 
If X is rational then so is v-1X. Then W is a rational subset of Nk ‘and 
therefore W is semi-simple. Since WC A, q~ is injective on W and thus F W 
also is semi-simple. 
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11. COROLLARIES OF THEOREM III 
COROLLARY III. 1. In a JiniteZy generated monoid M the class of rational 
sets is closed under Boolean operations. 
Indeed, M is then a rational set and therefore M’\A7 is rational for every 
rational set X. 
COROLLARE. 111.2. If IJI : M’ - + M is a morphism of commutative monoids, 
M’ is finitely generated and X is a rational subset of M, then q~‘lX is a rational 
subset of M’. 
Indeed, consider the morphisms 
p : M’ + M’ x iVI, px -= (x, rpx), 
*/ : M’ x M + M’, 7r(x, y) -; x. 
Then ?-1X = VY where Y = PM’ n (M’ x X). Since M’ is a rational 
subset of itself, PM’ and M’ x X are rational subsets of M’ x M. Thus, Y 
is rational and so is zY. 
COROLLARY 111.3. If M’ is a finitely generated subnwnoid of a commutative 
nwnoid &I and if X C M’ is a rational subset of M, then X is also a rational 
subset of M’. 
In the previous Corollary, choose q~ : M’ -+ M to be the inclusion 
morphism. 
Given subset X, Y of a commutative monoid M, we define 
Y - X =: {m 1 x --I m E Y for some x E X}. 
COROLLARY 111.4. If X and Y are rational subsets of a finitely generated 
commutative monoid M, then Y -.- X is rational. 
Indeed, consider the morphisms 
Then 
p : M A M --f M, qJ(x, y) == x -/ y, 
77 : M x M--z 172, +, y) = y. 
Y - X -= m[(+Y)n (X x M)], 
which shows that Y - X is rational. 
It should be noted that Theorem II is itself a corollary of Corollary 111.2. 
Indeed, if Q is a congruence in M, consider the natural morphism 
T : M -+ R ::= M/Q, and define # : A4 x M + R x R by #(q , m.J =- 
(Fm, , ~JVLJ. Then Q .= +!+d where A is the diagonal submonoid of R x R. 
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Since M is finitely generated, so is R and thus also d. Therefore, d is rational 
and by Corollary III.2 so is #-Id 7~ Q. 
12. ASCENDING CHAIN CONDITIONS 
PROPOSITION 12.1. A rational slice S in a commutative monoid M is 
finitely defined; i.e., there exists aJinite subset F of M such that S is the least 
slice in M containing F. 
Proof. Since S is rational, it is the finite union of sets 
ai + Bi*, ai EM, Bi C M, Bi finite. 
F = (J (ai} u (ai + Bi). 
Then F C S. Let S’ be any slice in M containing F. For each index i we then 
have ai E S’ and ai $- Bi C S’. Thus Bi C S - ai and since S - ai is a 
submonoid, WC have Bi* C S’ - ai ; i.e., ai $- Bi* C S’. Consequently, 
SCS’. 
This, combined with Proposition 7.3, yields 
COROLLARY 12.2. In a finitely generated commutative monoid every slice 
is finitely defined. 
An equivalent statement is 
COROLLARY 12.3. The slices in a finitely generated commutative monoid 
satisfy the ascending chain condition. 
In particular, for congruences, we obtain, by Proposition 8.1, 
THEOREM V. Every congruence Q in a jinitely generated commutative 
monoid M is finitely dejined; i.e., there exists a jinite subset F of A4 x M such 
that Q is the least congruence containing F. 
COROLLARY V.I. The cmgrumes in a jinitely generated commutative 
monoid M satisfy the ascending chain condition. 
Given a congruence Q in a commutative monoid M and given m EM, 
define the congruence Qm in M by setting 
Qm = Rx, Y>@ + In, Y + 4 EQ). 
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Clearly 
Q C Q)m C Qm+m, = (Qmh, . 
Q is called cancellalive if Q = Q,,, for all m E A+‘. 
COROLLARY V.2. Let Q be a congruence in a jinitely generated commutative 
monoid M. The class of congruences (Q,,,}, m E M, contains exactly one 
cancellake congruence Q’. Further, Q, C Q’ for every m E M. 
The existence of Q’ follows from the ascending chain condition. Since 
Q C Q’, we have QZm C Q,,’ = Q’. This implies the uniqueness of Q’. 
Theorem V and its corollaries were proved by L. Redei [3]. 
Theorem V may also be deduced from the Hilbert basis theorem as follows. 
Let R be any commutative ring (with 0 # 1). Writing the monoid M 
multiplicatively, construct the R-algebra Z?[M]. Given a congruence Q in M, 
let Z(Q) denote the ideal in R[M] generated by elements x - y with (x, y) E Q. 
We assert that 
8 =~(~,r)lx,r~M,x-y~~(Q)~. (12.1) 
Indeed, let Q’ be the right-hand side of (12.1). Then Q’ is a congruence in 
AZ, Q CQ’ and Z(Q’) = Z(Q). Th ere results a commutative triangle of 
surjective morphisms 
from which we obtain the commutative triangle of surjective R-algebra 
morphisms 
Wfl 
7Y 
REM/Q1 - Nvl RIWQ’I 
Since Z(Q) y= Z(Q’) is both the kernel of R[rr] and A[T’], it follows that R[~J] 
is an isomorphism. It follows that v also is an isomorphism and thus Q = Q’. 
It follows from (12.1) that the set of all congruences in M is mapped by 
Q -+ ZQ injectively into the set of ideals in R[M]. If 32 is finitely generated 
and R is noetherian and R[M] also is noetherian and the ideals in R[M] 
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satisfy the ascending chain condition. Thus the congruences in M also 
satisfy the ascending chain condition. 
The above proof was known to a number of mathematicians including 
Peter Frcyd and Michael 0. Rabin. 
13. OTHER APPLICATIONS 
Call a commutative monoid &I cancelhive if x + y = x + z implies 
y = x. 
THEOREM VI. The intersection Ml n Mz of two finitely generated sub- 
manoids Ml , M, of a cancellative commutative monoid M is a finitely generated 
submonoid of M. 
Proof. Choose morphisms 
tpi ; jp’ -* &I i= 1,2 
such that yiNL‘s = Mi for i = I, 2. Consider the product N” = N”l x Nka, 
k = k, j-- k, and define 
t,bi :N’i -+ M i= I,2 
bY 
ccl& I x2) = qv4 - 
Define 
S = {x j x E Nk, &x = $2x}. 
Note that 44~ n iM, = &,S = I&!?. Thus it suffices to show that S is finitely 
generated. By Proposition 7.1 it, therefore, suffices to show that S is a 
subtractive submonoid of Nk. Let then X, x + y E S. Then 
TV1 = PP2 ,FGi -k9J1Y1 = VP2 + PitYe. 
Since M is canccllative, it follows that vlyl = v2y2 ; i.e., y E S. 
The conclusion of Theorem VI is false without the assumption that M is 
cancellative. Indeed, consider the “simplest” example of a noncancellative 
monoid M given by three generators X, y, z and the single relation 
x+y=x+z. 
We may regard M as the quotient monoid of N” by the relation Q defined 
by the single pair (I, l,O), (I, 0, 1). Th e congruence Q may be made explicit 
as follows: 
(a, b, c) - (a’, b’, c’) 
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if and only if either 
h + c -= b’ + c’ 
a = a’ = 0, /J = b’, c -: c‘. 
This implies that s, y, z are pairwise linearly independent. 
Let V : (x, y}* n (x, z}*. Viewed as a submonoid of (x, y}*, 1/ may bc 
identified with the submonoid of N* given as follows: 
I/ = {(a, b)!(a, b, 0) - (a’, 0, c’)]. 
Inspecting the congruence we see that vve must have a = a’, b == c’. Thus 
v = ((a, b)l(a, 4 0) - (a, 0, b)). 
Again, going back to the congruence, we see that 
V = ((a, b): a = 6 = 0 or a > 0). 
This submonoid of N* is not finitely generated since any generating set must 
contain the sequence ((1, n)}. 
THEOREM VII. Let M be a finitely generated commutative monoid, X a 
rational subset of M, and P a set of strictly positive intgers. Then the set 
P-lX = (mEMjpmEXforsomepEP} 
is rational 
Proof. Let p, : i’P + M be a surjective morphism. Then y-*(P-lx’) = 
P-l(v-lX). Thus by C’orollary IV.2, it suffices to consider the case M = A’&. 
Since P--‘(X u Y) =-. P-IX U P-‘Y, it sufIices to consider the case when 
X = a t B* is simple with B = {b, ,..., bk} linearly independent. Let 
C = {y 1 py = a + x nibi, for some p E P and 0 << n, < p>. 
For y E C we have y < a --+ x bi and therefore the set C is finite. 
Since C C P-IX and pB* C B* for every p, it follows that C -)- B* C P-IX. 
Conversely, Ict y E P--lx. Th cn for some p E P we have py --_ a + x qtbi , 
0 .< qi . Write qi = n, + rip with 0 < n, < p. Then 
py 7 a + C nibi +- p (x r,b,). 
Thus setting b = x ribi , c = y - b we have c T- C, b G B*, y = c I- b. 
Thus P-lx = C $ Bx’ and P-IX is rational. 
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The conclusion of Theorem VII is false without the assumption of finite 
generation. Indeed, let M be an infinite set with distinguished elements 0, W, 
0 $ w. Define 0 $ x -= x == x+0 and x+y =w if xfO#y. Then 
M is a commutative monoid and X = (w, O> is a rational subset of M. Taking 
P = (2) we have P-IX -_ A’ which is not rational. 
14. SOME COUNTEREXA~WPLES 
We first show that the hypothesis of finite generation is essential in all the 
theorems and corollaries in which it is made. 
In connection with Theorems I and II, consider a monoid M. Then the 
only cross-section for the congruence Q :;= ((x, x)) is M. Thus Q does not 
have a rational cross-section. On the other hand, the congruenceQ = M x M 
is not rational. 
If M is a commutative monoid which is not finitely generated, then .a is 
rational subset of M while M = .M\ o is not. This shows that Corollary III. 1 
fails. 
In N2 consider the submonoid 
Q = {(O,O)) u [(I, 1) + N21. 
Clearly Q is a rational subset of A -2. However, Q is not finitely generated, as 
indeed any generating set for Q must contain all the elements (n, 1) and (1, n) 
for n = 1, 2,... Therefore Q is not a rational subset of itself. Therefore, 
Corollaries III.3 and III.2 fail. Incidentally, Q is a congruence in N and is 
defined by the single pair (I, 2). T h is shows that for a congruence Q, “finitely 
generated” is a much stronger notion than “finitely defined.” 
For Corollary 111.4, consider a commutative monoid M which is not 
finitely generated and which contains an element w such that M $- w iy W. 
Then taking X = Y = {w> we have Y’,X = M. Thus X and Y are rational 
while Y\X is not. 
For Theorem V and its corollaries, consider the free commutative monoid 
M generated by the letters xi , yi , zi , i = 1,2,..., and consider the congruence 
Q defined by the set of pairs (xi + zi ,yi + zi), i := 1,2,... . Then for any 
m E M the congruence Qm is not cancellative. Therefore, Corollary V.2 fails 
in M, and therefore, also, Corollary V.l and Theorem V. 
To conclude, we give an example of a submonoid M of A72 which is not 
rational. Let 
M = ((x, r)l Y < + 
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Consider the “slope” function defined on 34 by setting 
y(o, 0) = 0 
v(X, y) = 5 if x f 0. 
Then g, is unbounded on M. However, on every set u -!+ B” with a E X2, 
B C X2, B finite and a -(- l3* C M the function v is bounded. Thus 9 is 
bounded on any rational subset of X2 which is in M. Consequently. JI is 
not rational. 
In the same way, WC can show that for every irrational number I’ > 0 
the submonoid 
is not rational. 
M = {(x, y) E N’, y :< m} 
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